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Abstract 39 

Different species of animals can discriminate numerosity, the countable number of objects in 40 

a set. The representations of countable numerosities have been deciphered down to the 41 

level of single neurons. However, despite its importance for human number theory, a special 42 

numerical quantity, the empty set (numerosity zero), has remained largely unexplored. We 43 

explored the behavioral and neuronal representation of the empty set in carrion crows. 44 

Crows were trained to discriminate small numerosities including the empty set. Performance 45 

data showed a numerical distance effect for the empty set in one crow, suggesting that the 46 

empty set and countable numerosities are represented along the crows’ ‘mental number line’. 47 

Single-cell recordings in the endbrain region nidopallium caudolaterale (NCL) showed a 48 

considerable proportion of NCL neurons tuned to the preferred numerosity zero. As 49 

evidenced by neuronal distance and size effects, NCL neurons integrated the empty set in 50 

the neural number line. A subsequent neuronal population analysis using a statistical 51 

classifier approach showed that the neuronal numerical representations were predictive of 52 

the crows’ success in the task. These behavioral and neuronal data suggests that the 53 

conception of the empty set as a cognitive precursor of a zero-like number concept is not an 54 

exclusive property of the cerebral cortex of primates. Zero as a quantitative category cannot 55 

only be implemented in the layered neocortex of primates, but also in the anatomically 56 

distinct endbrain circuitries of birds that evolved based on convergent evolution. 57 

 58 

 59 

 60 

 61 

 62 

Significance statement  63 

The conception of ‘nothing’ as number ’zero’ is celebrated as one of the greatest 64 

achievements in mathematics. To explore whether precursors of zero-like concepts can be 65 

found in vertebrates with a cerebrum that anatomically differs starkly from our primate brain, 66 

we investigated carrion crows. We show that crows can grasp the empty set as a null 67 

numerical quantity that is mentally represented next to number one. Moreover, we show that 68 

single neurons in an associative avian cerebral region specifically respond to the empty set 69 

and show the same physiological characteristics as for countable quantities. This suggests 70 

that zero as a quantitative category can also be implemented in the anatomically distinct 71 

endbrain circuitries of birds that evolved based on convergent evolution. 72 

 73 
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Introduction 75 

The capacity to assess quantity is not unique to humans, but deeply rooted in our animal 76 

ancestry. Comparative research, both in the wild and in the laboratory, has shown that 77 

different species of animals from diverse zoological groups can discriminate numerosity, the 78 

number of objects in a set (Butterworth et al., 2018). This includes different vertebrate 79 

species such as mammals (Brannon and Terrace, 1998), birds (Scarf et al., 2011; 80 

Vallortigara, 2017; Rugani, 2018), reptiles (Gazzola et al., 2018), amphibians (Stancher et 81 

al., 2015), and fishes (Agrillo and Bisazza, 2018), but also invertebrates like insects (Dacke 82 

and Srinivasan, 2008; Howard et al., 2019; Bortot et al., 2020), spiders (Cross and Jackson, 83 

2017) and cephalopods (Yang and Chiao, 2016). In all these animals, numerical competence 84 

provides an adaptive value (Nieder, 2020a). 85 

In addition to behavior, single-neuron correlates of countable numerosities have been 86 

described in the endbrain of humans, monkeys and crows (Nieder et al., 2002, 2006; Nieder, 87 

2012; Ditz and Nieder, 2015; Viswanathan and Nieder, 2015; Ditz and Nieder, 2016a; Kutter 88 

et al., 2018; Nieder, 2018). In all three species, the number of items in a set (i.e. numerosity) 89 

is neuronally encoded by bell-shaped tuning curves: neurons exhibit maximum responses to 90 

a specific preferred numerosity, and decaying activity to numerosities adjacent to the 91 

preferred one (Nieder, 2016a, 2017, 2020b). This neuronal tuning is also thought to underly 92 

numerical tuning effects of BOLD activity in human adults and children (Piazza et al., 2004; 93 

Jacob and Nieder, 2009; Kersey and Cantlon, 2017). 94 

While the representations of countable numerosities have been deciphered down to the level 95 

of single neurons over the past decades (Nieder, 2019), a special numerical quantity, the 96 

empty set or numerosity zero, has remained largely unexplored. The concept of zero is a late 97 

achievement in both human history and individual cognitive development (Nieder, 2016b). 98 

Conceiving of empty sets (“nothing”) as a meaningful numerical category demands high-level 99 

abstraction. Still, cognitively advanced animals possess a primitive non-symbolic notion of 100 

zero. Clear behavioral evidence of a conception of numerosity zero has so far only been 101 

reported in macaque monkeys (Merritt et al., 2009) and honeybees (Howard et al., 2018). 102 

When discriminating empty sets, both species show a numerical distance effect: they 103 

confuse numerosity 1 more often with the empty set than numerosity 2. The empty set is 104 

therefore not only ‘nothing’ as opposed to ‘something’, but represented together with 105 

countable numerosities as a numerical quantity on a mental ‘number line’ (Merritt et al., 106 

2009; Merritt and Brannon, 2013; Nieder 2016). 107 

Recently, a neuronal code for numerosity zero has only been discovered in macaque 108 

monkeys (Okuyama et al., 2015; Ramirez-Cardenas et al., 2016). Recordings in monkeys 109 

showed that single neurons in the primate cerebral cortex responded to empty sets and were 110 

tuned to preferred numerosity zero (Ramirez-Cardenas et al., 2016). However, whether the 111 

neuronal coding of numerosity zero is a special feature of the cerebral cortex or can also be 112 

found in differently designed and independently evolved endbrains is currently unknown. 113 

Instead of a cerebral cortex, birds possess nuclear telencephalic areas as highest integration 114 

centers (Jarvis et al., 2005) that evolved independently since the last common reptilian-like 115 

ancestor of birds and mammals lived 320 million years ago (Evans, 2000). In the avian 116 

telencephalic pallium, the association area “nidopallium caudolaterale” (NCL) is thought to 117 

constitute a functional analogue of the primate prefrontal cortex based on anatomical and 118 

physiological parallels (Divac et al., 1985; Güntürkün, 2005; Nieder, 2017). We recently have 119 
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showed that neurons in the NCL respond selectively to the countable number of visual items 120 

(Ditz and Nieder, 2015, 2016a, 2020). Here, we investigated the behavioral and neuronal 121 

representation of numerosity zero (the empty set) in the carrion crow. 122 

  123 
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Methods 124 

Animals 125 

We used two hand-raised male carrion crows (Corvus corone corone) of 6 and 5 years of 126 

age, Crow B and Crow J, respectively. All crows were obtained from the institute’s breeding 127 

facilities. The crows were housed in social groups in indoor aviaries (Hoffmann et al., 2011). 128 

During training and experimental sessions, the crows were maintained on a controlled 129 

feeding protocol and earned food during and after the daily tests. All animal preparations and 130 

procedures complied with the NIH Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, were 131 

approved by the local ethical committee, and authorized by the national authority 132 

(Regierungspraesidium). 133 

Experimental Apparatus 134 

The crows sat on a wooden perch placed inside of an operant conditioning chamber in front 135 

of a touchscreen (3M Microtouch, 15’’, 60Hz refresh rate). Viewing distance to the monitor 136 

was 14 cm. The program CORTEX (National Institute of Mental Health, Bethesda, Maryland) 137 

presented the stimuli and stored behavioral data. An automated feeder delivered either 138 

mealworms (Tenebrio molitor larvae) or bird seed pellets upon correctly completed trials. 139 

During each trial, crows were trained to keep their head still in front of the computer display. 140 

This was controlled via a reflector foil attached to the crow’s head. A trial only started when 141 

the crow moved its head into the beam of an infrared light barrier and kept its head still 142 

throughout the trial, thus ensuring stable head position. Whenever the crow made premature 143 

head movements and thereby left the infrared light barrier with its head during an ongoing 144 

trial, the computer terminated the trial, and the trial was discarded.  145 

Stimuli 146 

We used random dot displays as numerosity stimuli. Depending on the numerosity, 0 to 4 147 

black dots (0.8° to 1.8° of visual angle) were presented on a grey background (12.3° visual 148 

angle) shown in the center of the screen. Each of these numerosities served as sample and 149 

test stimulus. The stimuli were generated using a custom-written MATLAB script. To prevent 150 

the animals from memorizing individual stimuli, multiple stimuli for each of the countable 151 

numerosities were generated anew before each session. Sample and test stimulus of the 152 

same countable numerosity were never identical within a trial. One stimulus batch contained 153 

20 unique displays for each numerosity for each session (10 standard and 10 control 154 

displays per numerosity). 155 

To further control for low-level visual features that may co-vary with changing numbers of 156 

dots, we showed two stimulus sets every session: The ‘standard’ countable trial stimuli 157 

(‘standard stimuli’) showed dots of pseudo-random size arranged randomly (but non-158 

overlapping) on the background circle. The ‘control’ countable trial stimuli (‘control stimuli’) 159 

showed dots with both equal dot area and equal dot density combined across all 160 

numerosities. ‘Dot density’ was defined as average distance between the centers of all dots 161 

on a numerosity display. ‘Dot area’ was defined as cumulative surface area of all dots on a 162 

numerosity display, i.e., the overall black area when individual black dots were added. In 163 

addition, background luminance was varied between standard and control protocols to 164 

control for luminance differences that may occur for the empty set, and to detect their effect 165 

on neuronal responses. The mean luminance of standard stimuli at 34.4 cd/m² was higher 166 
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than for control stimuli at 12.8 cd/m². To further assure that empty-set stimuli were not 167 

treated in an image-like manner, both stimulus protocols (standard and control) were 168 

presented on a circular or on a square background. Standard and control trials were 169 

randomly and unpredictably alternated. 170 

Behavioral Protocol 171 

We trained the crows on a delayed match-to-numerosity protocol. The crow started a trial by 172 

positioning its head in front of the monitor, thus closing an infrared light barrier, and 173 

maintaining the head still throughout the trial. As soon as the crow closed the infrared light 174 

barrier, an empty green background circle was shown for 500 ms (baseline phase), followed 175 

by a display showing the sample numerosity. The sample stimulus disappeared after 500 ms 176 

and the crow had to memorize the sample for 1000 ms during the delay phase in which only 177 

the green background circle was visible. Head movements during sample and delay periods 178 

aborted the trial automatically. In the following test phase, the test 1 display was a match in 179 

50 % of the cases, i.e., it contained the same number of dots as the sample stimulus but 180 

differed in appearance. The crow had to respond to indicate a numerical match by moving its 181 

head out of the light barrier or by pecking at the test display. In the other 50 % of the cases, 182 

the test 1 was a non-match showing either more or less dots than the sample display. Here, 183 

the crow had to refrain from responding to the test 1 stimulus (i.e., keeping its head still 184 

within the light barrier) and wait for 800 ms. Afterwards the test 2 display appeared which 185 

always showed a match and the bird had to respond by a head movement/ peck to indicate 186 

the match. Correct trials were rewarded with food via the automated feeder. 187 

If the crow failed to respond within 800 ms of the relevant test period (test 1 in match trials, 188 

test 2 in non-match trials) or answered to the first test stimulus in non-match trials, the trial 189 

was counted as an error trial. As negative sensory feedback, a full-screen grey background 190 

was briefly flashed accompanied by auditory feedback, and food reward was withheld. Error 191 

trials resulted in a 5 s time-out. Prematurely aborted trials resulted in the same background 192 

flash, negative feedback tone, and 500 ms time-out. Match and non-match trials, as well as 193 

different sample numerosities were presented in balanced and pseudo-random order during 194 

a session. 195 

Surgery and Recordings 196 

All surgeries were performed under sterile conditions while the animals were under general 197 

anesthesia. Crows were anaesthetized with a ketamine/ rompun mixture (50 mg ketamine, 198 

5 mg xylazine /kg initially and supplemented by hourly 17 mg ketamine, 1.7 mg xylazine /kg 199 

i.m.). After the surgery, the crows received analgesics (Butorphanol (Morphasol®), 1 mg/kg 200 

i.m.). The head was placed in the stereotaxic holder that was customized for crows with the 201 

anterior fixation point (i.e., beak bar position) 45° below the horizontal axis of the instrument. 202 

We targeted the medial part of the nidopallium caudolaterale (mNCL according to Sen et al., 203 

2019, NCLv according to von Eugen et al., 2020), as verified histologically before (Veit and 204 

Nieder, 2013; Veit et al., 2014). This area contains numerosity-selective neurons (Ditz and 205 

Nieder, 2015, 2016a; Wagener et al., 2018; Ditz and Nieder, 2020). The center of the 206 

craniotomy was at 5 mm along the anterior-posterior axis and 13 mm along the mediolateral 207 

axis. We recorded from the left NCL of Crow B, and from the right NCL of Crow J. We 208 

implanted two custom-built manual micro drives carrying 4 microelectrodes each (glass-209 
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coated tungsten wires, 2 MΩ, Alpha Omega LTD, Israel). Additionally, a small connector for 210 

the head stage and a small anchor for the reflector were implanted. All implants were fixed to 211 

the bone using dental cement (Paladur, Kulzer, Hanau, Germany).  212 

At the beginning of each recording session, electrodes were advanced manually until single-213 

cell activity was detected on at least one electrode. Neurons were sampled at random and 214 

never pre-selected for task involvement. Acquisition, amplification, filtering, and digitalization 215 

of neuronal data was done using a PLEXON MAP system (Plexon Inc., Dallas, Texas). 216 

Single-unit separation was performed offline (Plexon Offline Sorter, Version 3.3.5). 217 

Data Analysis 218 

All analyses were carried out in MATLAB (Version R2018b, MathWorks Inc., Natick, 219 

Massachusetts) using custom-written software. All values in the main text and figures refer to 220 

the mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM), unless stated otherwise. SEM was calculated 221 

as the standard deviation divided by the square root of the number of samples. 222 

Behavioral Data Analysis 223 

Behavioral performance (% correct) was calculated by counting all correctly performed trials 224 

and divide this number by the number of all trials for each session. Percent correct 225 

performance to all stimulus combinations was calculated for each session to construct 226 

behavioral performance functions in reaction to each sample numerosity. Mean response 227 

functions were computed as the average over all individual functions per session. 228 

Neuronal Selectivity and Tuning Analysis 229 

The analysis included all neurons which had a firing rate of at least 0.5 Hz in the relevant 230 

task window (pre-sample onset until end of delay period) and for which at least two correct 231 

trials in each of the 20 specific conditions (5 sample numerosities * 2 stimulus protocols * 2 232 

background shapes) were recorded. 233 

Neuronal activity during the task was analyzed separately for the sample and delay phase. In 234 

the sample period, neuronal response rates were measured in a 500 ms window shifted by 235 

100 ms from sample onset to account for the visual latency of most neurons (Veit et al., 236 

2014). In the delay period, neuronal activity was analyzed in a 900ms window shifted by 237 

200 ms from sample offset. Since crow NCL neurons show an average visual response 238 

latency of 144 ms (Veit et al., 2014), the first 100 ms of the delay and test phase contain 239 

responses of the sample and delay period, respectively. 240 

To determine numerosity-selectivity of the neurons, a three-factorial analysis of variance 241 

(ANOVA) was performed with factors numerosity (sample numerosities 0 to 4), protocol 242 

(standard and control), and background shape (circle and square). The significance 243 

threshold was set to α = 0.05 and resulted in 134 (sample) and 153 (delay) numerosity-244 

selective neurons from both crows (Table 1). (A more stringent selection criterion of α = 0.01 245 

resulted in comparable numbers of 133 (sample) and 126 (delay) numerosity-selective 246 

neurons.)  247 

Cells with a significant main effect for factor ‘numerosity’, but no further main effects for 248 

‘protocol’ or ‘background shape’, or interaction between main effects were identified as 249 

exclusively numerosity-selective neurons. The numerosity eliciting the largest spike rate was 250 
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defined as ‘preferred numerosity’ of a given cell. Neuronal response functions of these 251 

numerosity-selective neurons were constructed by normalizing each cell’s activity between 252 

its most-preferred and least-preferred numerosity. Mean neuronal response functions were 253 

computed as the average over numerosity-selective cells preferring each individual sample 254 

numerosity. 255 

Population Analysis 256 

We trained and tested a linear multi-class support vector machine (SVM) classifier (Chang 257 

and Lin, 2011) on trial firing rates for both relevant task periods, and for different neuronal 258 

populations. For this, only cells with at least 30 trials per stimulus class, i.e., sample 259 

numerosity, were considered. The SVM classifier used one-versus-one classification to deal 260 

with five classes. Ten-fold cross-validation was performed, resulting in 27 trials for training 261 

and 3 trials for testing per class. Trial firing rates were z-scored within each cross-validation 262 

repetition. The parameters for z-scoring were derived only from the training subset of trials. 263 

We repeated the whole procedure 100 times, each time with a new set of randomly drawn 264 

trials for each cell and new cross-validation splits. To assess chance level performance of 265 

the classifier, the above procedure (including z-scoring, cross-validation, and resamples) was 266 

also computed with shuffled trial labels. The tested SVM model offers the predicted class 267 

labels for the test subset of trials as output. Together with the true class labels for this test 268 

subset, a confusion matrix can be constructed. Values on the diagonal of this confusion 269 

matrix, divided by the absolute sum of classifications yields an accuracy measure in percent. 270 

Accuracy measures reported in the main text and figures are the mean over resamples. 271 

Error Trial Analysis 272 

We investigated an effect of error in the whole population using an SVM prediction approach. 273 

Analogue to the population analysis, a linear SVM model was trained on a subset of correct 274 

trial firing rates and then tested on a subset of either correct or error trials. For this, we 275 

considered only match error trials, since errors in nonmatch trials can stem from other 276 

sources than mismatching test and sample numerosity: the crows could have either left the 277 

light-barrier involuntarily during the test 1 period or prematurely respond in the anticipation of 278 

the upcoming match stimulus. Since this further narrowed down the number of error trials, we 279 

considered all neurons which had been recorded for at least one match error trial and 10 280 

correct trials per sample numerosity. Similar to a 10-fold cross-validation procedure, an SVM 281 

model was trained with 9 correct trials per class, and then tested with either one correct or 282 

one match error trial per class. This was repeated 10 times, each time with a different split of 283 

training and test trials. Trial firing rates were normalized by z-scoring with parameters yielded 284 

from the training subset of trials. The whole procedure was repeated 100 times, each time 285 

with a new set of randomly drawn correct and error trials for each cell. To assess chance 286 

level performance of the classifier, the above procedure (including z-scoring, cross-287 

validation, and resamples) was also computed with shuffled trial labels. Accuracy measures 288 

reported in the main text and figures are the mean over resamples. 289 

  290 
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Results 291 

Behavior 292 

We trained two crows on a delayed match-to-sample task with numerosities from 0 to 4 293 

(Fig. 1A). The two sets of stimuli (standard and control) controlled for low-level visual cues 294 

(Fig. 1B). In the control stimulus protocol, total dot area, dot density and overall luminance 295 

were kept constant across all tested numerosities. Further, standard and control stimuli were 296 

presented on two background shapes. Presenting all stimulus sets in pseudo-random order 297 

left the crows with numerosity as only discriminating feature to successfully solve the task. 298 

Both crows performed the task proficiently, with average performance well above 80 % 299 

(Crow B: 84.3 ± 0.5 %, 86 sessions; Crow J: 87.3 ± 0.4 %, 73 sessions). We derived 300 

behavioral performance functions for each sample numerosity (Fig. 2A, B). The values of 301 

these performance functions describe the probability the crows judged specific sample 302 

numerosities as being equal to match and all possible non-match numerosities. Both crows 303 

showed highest error rates for non-match numerosities adjacent to the respective target 304 

numerosity, with systematic improvements for more distant non-match numerosities. This 305 

effect, known as the numerical distance effect, is a clear sign that numerosities are mentally 306 

placed on an ordered quantity continuum. The numerical distance effect also holds for the 307 

empty set: Crow B confused the empty set more often with numerosity 1 than numerosity 2 308 

(28.1 % vs. 19.5 %, p < .001, Wilcoxon signed rank test, n = 86) (Fig. 2A). Crow J, however, 309 

discriminated small numerosities more or less perfectly (Fig. 2B), so that a distance effect for 310 

the empty set – as well as numerosity one – was absent due to a ceiling effect. While 311 

performance of Crow J to non-match numerosity 1 in numerosity 0 trials was equal for 312 

standard and control trials (standard: 12.0 %; control: 12.6 %), Crow B erred less in the 313 

control than in the standard protocol (standard: 37.7 %; control: 18.7 %). Because dot size 314 

for numerosity 1 was on average larger in control than in standard stimuli, dot size might 315 

have influenced empty set discrimination in Crow B, but not in Crow J. For both birds, the 316 

performance functions became systematically wider for increasing numerosities; an effect 317 

known as the numerical size effect, which was shown before (Ditz and Nieder, 2016b). 318 

Neuronal correlates of numerosity zero in the NCL 319 

While the crows performed the delayed match-to-numerosity task, we recorded the activity of 320 

501 single-neurons (233 and 268 of crows B and J, respectively) in the crows’ nidopallium 321 

caudolaterale (NCL) (Fig. 3A). As reported earlier, the activity of NCL neurons was 322 

modulated by countable numerosities (1 to 4) in both the sample and delay periods (Ditz and 323 

Nieder, 2015). More specifically, numerosity-selective neurons were tuned to individual 324 

preferred countable numerosities and showed a progressive decrease in average activity 325 

with distance from the preferred numerosity. As a new result, we here report, that many 326 

neurons were selectively tuned to empty set displays, numerosity zero. Figure 3 depicts the 327 

detailed activity of neurons that were tuned to numerosity zero during sample presentation, 328 

when the crows saw the empty set display (Fig. 3B & C), and the delay periods, when the 329 

crows needed to remember the empty set (Fig. 3B & D) 330 

We quantified the number of numerosity-selective neurons separately for the sample and the 331 

delay periods using a three-way ANOVA with factors numerosity (sample numerosities 0 to 332 

4), stimulus protocol (standard or control), and background shape (circle or square). For both 333 
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crows together, we found that 27 % (134/501) and 31 % (153/501) of the recorded neurons 334 

showed a main effect for numerosity during sample presentation and delay period, 335 

respectively (Table 1). Crow J showed 36 % and 41 % of significant neurons, whereas crow 336 

B exhibited 16 % and 19 % of significant neurons during sample and delay period, 337 

respectively. On average, roughly 20 % of the neurons were exclusively modulated by 338 

sample numerosity (i.e., significant main effect for numerosity without main effect for, or 339 

interaction with, any of the other factors) in at least one of the task periods of interest. These 340 

exclusive neurons were labelled numerosity-selective. Fewer neurons were found to be 341 

numerosity-selective in both task periods. 342 

We investigated the numerosity preference of numerosity-selective neurons. For each 343 

neuron, the most- and least preferred numerosity were determined as the numerosity eliciting 344 

the highest and lowest discharge rate, respectively, in either of the relevant task periods. In 345 

agreement with previous findings in the monkey cortex (Okuyama et al., 2015; Ramirez-346 

Cardenas et al., 2016), the most abundant class of numerosity-selective neurons were those 347 

preferring the empty set. This finding was true in both the sample (Fig. 4B, n = 34, 35.8 % of 348 

numerosity-selective neurons) and the delay period (Fig. 4D, n = 38, 41.8 %). Neurons 349 

preferring each of the five numerosity were found in both crows, and in both sample and 350 

delay phases (Fig.4B, D). Unlike in previous recordings (Ditz and Nieder, 2015), no ‘end 351 

effect’ (i.e., an overrepresentation of the highest preferred numerosity) was observed. 352 

We constructed population tuning curves for each preferred numerosity by averaging 353 

selective neurons’ response functions normalized between the most- and least-preferred 354 

numerosity (Fig. 4A, C). The average population tuning curves (which were similar for both 355 

crows individually) exhibited a clear distance effect, i.e., a gradual decrease in normalized 356 

response with increasing numerical distance from the preferred numerosity. During the 357 

sample period (Fig. 4A), this effect was evident for the empty-set neurons’ population 358 

response, meaning normalized activity was significantly higher during presentation of 359 

numerosity 1 stimuli compared to numerosity 2 stimuli (0.45 vs. 0.16, p < .001, n = 34, 360 

Wilcoxon signed rank test). This effect was also present in the neuron populations of each 361 

crow separately. During memory delay (Fig. 4C), no such effect could be inferred for empty-362 

set neurons’ population tuning curve (p > 0.5, Kruskal-Wallis test). This indicates that during 363 

retention in working memory, empty-set neurons did differentiate between empty sets and 364 

countable numerosities, but not amongst the latter. 365 

Decoding empty sets from population activity 366 

To test whether the population of neurons, including unselective and numerosity-selective 367 

neurons, carried robust information about the continuum of numerical values, we trained and 368 

tested a statistical classifier with neuronal responses. We trained linear support vector 369 

machine (SVM) classifiers to discriminate numerosity based on the activity of all recorded 370 

neurons with at least 30 trials per numerosity and protocol (n = 463; neurons from both crows 371 

pooled) in the sample and delay periods separately. The resulting confusion matrix in Figure 372 

5 shows that the SVM classifiers performed clearly above chance level of 20 % for the five 373 

numerical values (0 to 4). Accuracy was at 77.7 % (± 3.5 %; mean ± SD over resamples) 374 

during the sample period (Fig. 5A), and at 70.0 % (± 3.9 %) in the delay period (Fig. 5B). 375 

Classifier performance was also significantly above chance when equalized numbers of 376 
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neurons (n = 210) of the two crows were tested separately, albeit with lower accuracies due 377 

to the reduced neuron count (Crow J: 73 % (sample) and 68 % (delay); Crow B: 44 % 378 

(sample) and 37 % (delay)). The reduced accuracies in Crow B relative to Crow J can be 379 

explained by the lower proportion of numerosity-selective neurons found in Crow B. 380 

Classifier performance exhibited characteristics seen in behavioral tuning functions: As a 381 

reflection of the numerical distance effect, most misclassifications were made in the direct 382 

numerical vicinity of the correct class, resulting in tuning functions with mild variance (top 383 

panels in Fig. 5A & B). As a reflection of the numerical size effect, accuracies were 384 

decreasing along the diagonal of the confusion matrices (bottom panels in Fig. 5A, B). 385 

Qualitatively identical results were found if the SVM classifier was trained and tested with 386 

only the numerosity-selective subpopulation (n = 90 units during sample, n = 87 in delay). 387 

These results demonstrate that an ideal observer could determine sample numerosity – 388 

especially numerosity zero – based on the population activity of the NCL, and primarily 389 

based on the subpopulation of numerosity-selective neurons. 390 

Behavioral relevance of neuronal responses 391 

To test whether the neuronal responses to countable and empty set numerosities were 392 

behaviorally relevant to the crows, we performed statistical classifier analyses for activity 393 

recorded during correct and error trials. The rationale was that if neuronal activity is 394 

behaviorally meaningful, the classifier should be able to better predict the true numerical 395 

value in correct versus error trials. An SVM classifier was trained to discriminate numerosity 396 

based on the whole population’s firing rates during correct trials and was subsequently used 397 

to predict the numerosity of correct or error trials. We argued that if the population code 398 

during error trials was different from correct trials, prediction accuracy should be lower in 399 

erroneous trials, thereby demonstrating behavioral relevance of said population signal. For 400 

this analysis, we only considered errors in match trials (see Methods). For correct trials, we 401 

find average prediction accuracy well above chance level (20 %, for 5 classes, i.e., sample 402 

numerosities) in both, sample (52.1 ± 8.9 %, mean ± SD over resamples, n = 104 units) and 403 

delay period (50.6 ± 7.9 %, n = 107). The prediction performance exhibited characteristics 404 

shown for behavior, population tuning functions and SVM classification, namely numerical 405 

distance and size effects (green confusion matrices in Fig. 5C, D). Surprisingly, average 406 

performance dropped considerably for the prediction of numerosity in error trials, again in 407 

both sample (33.8 ± 9.16 %) and delay (35.3 ± 10.9 %). Numerical effects also tended to 408 

disappear (red confusion matrices in Fig. 5C, D). This drop in prediction accuracy was also 409 

evident for empty set trials: during sample, prediction of correct empty set trials (average 410 

accuracy = 80.4 %) was significantly higher than for error trials (versus 66.8 %, n = 100, p < 411 

.001, Wilcoxon signed rank test). Same was true for the delay period (77.8 % vs. 60.3 %, 412 

n = 100, p < .001, Wilcoxon signed rank test). In sum, these results prompt a behavioral 413 

relevance of the NCL’s population code, especially for empty set trials. 414 

  415 
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Discussion 416 

Empty sets as part of the crow numerical continuum  417 

Both crows robustly discriminated the empty set from other numerosities, albeit with different 418 

performance characteristics. Crow B exhibited a clear numerical distance effect for 419 

numerosity zero and confused the empty set with numerosity 1 more frequently than with 420 

numerosity 2. This distance effect for the empty set was absent in Crow J which showed 421 

perfect discrimination performance and lack of representational variance for small 422 

numerosities; a distance effect was even absent for the discrimination of numerosity 1 versus 423 

2. We suspect that this perfect performance of crow J, which had participated in several 424 

numerosity studies prior to the current study (Ditz and Nieder, 2015, 2016a; Ditz et al., 2018; 425 

Ditz and Nieder, 2020), was a consequence of a ceiling-effect after years-long practice with 426 

dot displays. However, the behavior of crow B indicates that these birds do position empty 427 

sets at the lower end of the numerical continuum. 428 

This behavioral pattern has previously been described in only two animal species, the rhesus 429 

macaque (Merritt et al., 2009; Ramirez-Cardenas et al., 2016; Ramirez-Cardenas and 430 

Nieder, 2019) and the honeybee (Howard et al., 2018), as well as in pre-verbal infants 431 

(Merritt and Brannon, 2013). As our first main finding, we showed that crows can represent 432 

empty sets as a numerical null value, which is a novelty among birds. This speaks for a 433 

shared, but independently evolved non-symbolic representation of numerosity zero at the 434 

lower bound of the number line in these taxa as a conceptual precursor of the number zero. 435 

The emergence of ‘nothing’ as a numerical quantity likely rest on an antecedent 436 

understanding of ‘nothing’ as non-quantitative object category (Nieder, 2016b), a 437 

representation developing already in domestic chicks (Szabó et al., 2021). 438 

Corvid neurons tuned to empty sets 439 

In addition to the previously described single units representing countable numerosities (Ditz 440 

and Nieder, 2015, 2016a, 2020), we found a large proportion of cells selectively increasing 441 

their firing rate in response to empty set stimuli. Corvid neurons tuned to the empty set 442 

therefore are the second main finding of this study. Empty set neurons not only represent the 443 

subjective absence of a stimulus (Nieder et al., 2020), but the numerical category zero as 444 

part of a numerical continuum. So far, such neurons tuned to the empty set have only been 445 

reported for the primate ventral intraparietal area (VIP) and prefrontal cortex (PFC) 446 

(Okuyama et al., 2015; Ramirez-Cardenas et al., 2016; Ramirez-Cardenas and Nieder, 447 

2019). We now show that also neurons in the independently and anatomically distinctly 448 

evolved avian endbrain lacking a six-layered neocortex represent null quantity (Jarvis et al., 449 

2005). 450 

In macaque association cortices, neuronal responses to empty sets suggest a cortical 451 

processing hierarchy along which empty sets are steadily detached from visual properties 452 

and gradually positioned into a numerical continuum. Neurons encoding empty sets as 453 

numerical quantity during stimulus presentation (with a neuronal distance effect) are found in 454 

PFC at the apex of the processing hierarchy (Ramirez-Cardenas et al., 2016). In contrast, 455 

many VIP neurons operating upstream from PFC do not show this quantitative signature; 456 

instead, they lack a neuronal distance effect and represent the absence of items 457 

categorically (Okuyama et al., 2015; Ramirez-Cardenas et al., 2016). The graded empty sets 458 
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tuning functions of crow NCL neurons during sample presentation are more reminiscent to 459 

monkey PFC neurons. This finding is consistent with the idea of NCL representing a 460 

functional analogue of PFC. It also suggests that an avian brain area upstream from NCL, 461 

such as the entopallium, might contain neurons that treat ‘nothing’ still as a non-quantitative 462 

category. 463 

Differences in the tuning of empty-set neurons in NCL are also observed between the 464 

sample presentation phase and the subsequent working memory phase. Empty-set neurons 465 

showed a neuronal distance effect with gradually decreasing responses to increasing 466 

countable numerosities during the sample period, but a categorical ‘null-versus-countable’ 467 

code lacking a graded response during the delay period. Interestingly, this change in tuning 468 

along the time course and phases of the delayed match-to-numerosity trial mirrored the 469 

findings in macaques. In macaque PFC, neurons also coded numerosity zero in a graded 470 

fashion during sample presentation (Ramirez-Cardenas et al., 2016), whereas the code 471 

changed to a categorical type during the memory delay (Ramirez-Cardenas and Nieder, 472 

2019). We suspect that both in monkeys and in the crows, a categorical code during working 473 

memory may be advantageous in terms of coding economy and resilience against 474 

distraction.  475 

Neuronal coding differences as a function of task periods have also been reported for other 476 

numerical tasks. In a recent crow study, NCL neurons showed a format-dependent code 477 

during the presentation of simultaneous and sequential numerosities, but a format-478 

independent code integrating across simultaneous and sequential numerosity during the 479 

memory delay (Ditz and Nieder, 2020). The same transformation of numerical code was 480 

seen in the monkey cortex (Nieder et al., 2006). This suggests analogous transformations of 481 

numerical codes as a function of sensory and cognitive factors in both vertebrate taxa. 482 

Behavioral relevance of numerosity information in the NCL 483 

In order to probe the information contained about numerosity in the population of NCL 484 

neurons, we used a statistical classifier approach. Based on the recorded single-cell activity, 485 

the classifier could predict both the empty set and countable numerosities with high 486 

accuracy. This points at a robust rate code for numerical quantity in the crow NCL. A 487 

numerical distance and size effect surfaced for the neuronal population analysis which 488 

mirrored not only the crows’ behavioral effects, but also neuronal decoding in the primate 489 

cortex (Ramirez-Cardenas et al., 2016; Ramirez-Cardenas and Nieder, 2019). Strong 490 

support for the behavioral relevance of NCL activity for the crows’ discrimination behavior 491 

was provided by an analysis of error trials. The classifier’s predictions were defective when 492 

based on neuronal activity recorded during error trials. The population code seemed to 493 

become noisier and less reliable well ahead of the actual behavioral mistake. This effect of 494 

error was especially prominent for the empty set. The relevance of NCL activity for the crows’ 495 

empty-set discriminations is in line with previous observations concerning the coding of 496 

behaviorally-relevant rules (Veit and Nieder, 2013; Rinnert and Nieder, 2021), memory 497 

contents (Veit et al., 2014; Rinnert et al., 2019), associations (Moll and Nieder, 2015; Veit et 498 

al., 2015), and countable numerosities (Ditz and Nieder, 2015, 2016a, 2020). 499 
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Phylogenetic precursors of a concept of zero 500 

Our findings of a behavioral and neuronal representation of a non-symbolic precursor of a 501 

concept of zero in crows suggest two important conclusions. First, the neuronal mechanisms 502 

which facilitate quantitative understanding of the empty set must have evolved independently 503 

in at least three taxa: mammals, birds, and arthropods (insects). Second, despite the 504 

radically different anatomy of the avian endbrain, associative endbrain nuclei such as the 505 

NCL have the capacity to represent the absence of stimuli, ‘nothing’ as a quantitative 506 

category. NCL neurons thus seem to achieve the same computations as the high-end 507 

neocortex of the primate brain. 508 

  509 
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Figure Captions 510 

 511 

Figure 1: Behavioral protocol 512 

(A) Schematic of the delayed match-to-numerosity protocol. After initiation of the trial through 513 

activation of the light-barrier, a short baseline period was followed by a sample stimulus. 514 

Subsequent to a delay period, the first test stimulus appeared with a matching numerosity in 515 

half of the trials (match trials), and a different numerosity in the other half of (nonmatch) 516 

trials. The latter were followed by the second, matching test stimulus. Crow’s response to a 517 

match stimulus triggered food reward. All numerosities (0 to 4) were shown as non-matching 518 

tests, for all sample numerosities. 519 

(B) Exemplary stimuli. For each numerosity (from 0 to 4), a standard and control set (factor 520 

protocol), each on either circular or square background (factor shape) was generated. Five 521 

such sets were generated anew before each session and presented in pseudo-random 522 

order. 523 

 524 

Figure 2: Behavioral performance 525 

(A) Behavioral performance curves of Crow B (n = 86 sessions) and Crow J (B) (n = 73 526 

sessions). For each sample numerosity (color-coded), peak values correspond to correct 527 

responses to the matching stimulus, whereas off-peak values depict the frequency of 528 

incorrectly responding to a non-matching test numerosity. Error bars (SEM) are too small to 529 

be displayed. 530 

 531 

Figure 3: Empty set neurons response to numerosity 532 

(A) Lateral view on schematized crow brain. Blue shaded depicts the recording site of both 533 

animals, the left nidopallium caudolaterale (NCL) inside of the telencephalon. Cb, 534 

Cerebellum; OT, optic tectum. 535 

(B - D) Exemplary single units preferring empty set stimulus over all other countable 536 

numerosities (1 to 4). Top panels show dot-raster histograms (each dot representing one 537 

action potential), bottom panels show smoothed spike-density functions (smoothed with a 538 

150 ms Gaussian kernel). The colors of dots and spike density functions correspond to the 539 

numerosity of the sample stimulus. The insets within the bottom panels show the tuning 540 

functions of the cells, averaged over time within the shaded areas (grey for sample; green for 541 

delay). Error bars show the SEM. These shaded areas also correspond to the time-windows 542 

used for all analysis of activity for the respective task period. The unit in (C) responds 543 

maximally to empty set stimuli during the sample period, whereas neuron (D) does so during 544 

the memory delay. The cell in (B) prefers empty set in both, sample and delay period. 545 

 546 

Figure 4: Population tuning curves and number preference 547 

(A & C) Population tuning curves for the sample (A) and delay period (C). Curves were 548 

obtained by averaging the normalized tuning curves of all single units selectively preferring 549 
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either sample numerosity (color-coded in (B & D)). Error bars show the SEM. (B & D) show 550 

the incidence of neurons preferring either sample numerosity (same color-code as for the 551 

tuning curves), during either sample (B) or delay (D) period. Bottom parts (hatched) of 552 

stacked bars show the incidence for Crow B, the top parts for Crow J. 553 

 554 

Figure 5: Population decoding and behavioral relevance 555 

(A & B) SVM classifier’s performance, cross-validated within sample (A) or delay (B) period. 556 

Top panels show classification performance for each true class (that is, sample numerosity). 557 

Error bars show the SEM. Bottom panels depict the confusion matrices (averaged over ten-558 

fold cross-validation and 100 resamples). Rows within the confusion matrices correspond to 559 

the classification performance curves. 560 

(C & D) Confusion matrices for SVM prediction of either correct (left, green) or error trials 561 

(right, red), during sample (C) or delay (D) period. The scaling of colormaps is the same 562 

across both task periods. Color values in the confusion matrices show the average over 563 

“cross-validation” runs (see Methods) and resamples. 564 

  565 
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Tables 566 

 567 

Table 1: Neuronal selectivity for different task factors in a 3-way ANOVA (evaluated at α ≤ 568 
.05) on firing rates during sample and delay period. Percentages of overall recorded units (n 569 
=  501 neurons). 570 

ANOVA Factor Sample Delay Sample & Delay 

Number 26.7% (134) 30.5% (153) 12.8% (64) 

   Exclusive Number 19% (95) 18.2% (91) 7% (35) 

Protocol 10% (50) 5.2% (26) 1% (5) 

Shape 10.2% (51) 18.6% (93) 3.4% (17) 

Number & Protocol 3% (15) 1% (5) 0% (0) 

Number & Shape 3.8% (19) 10.8% (54) .8% (4) 

Protocol & Shape 2% (10) 1.2% (6) .4% (2) 

 571 

  572 
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